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Whitten & Lublin is a team of legal experts who provide practical advice and advocacy for workplace issues.

FEBRUARY 25

Ellen Low will be speaking at The 
Commons Institute's conference on 
Human Rights and Employment Law.  
Ellen will be presenting on recent 
changes to the Ontario Human Rights 
Code as well as providing an update 
on the ground of family status.

MARCH 6

 Daniel Chodos will be speaking at the 
HRPA's program, HR Certificate for 
Accounting Professionals (CMA) on 
the topic of Advanced Terminations, 
where he will discuss employers' 
potential legal strategies designed to 
minimize and eliminate liability 
associated with the termination of 
employees.
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Most businesses, and many employees, regularly use computers in the workplace. 

Often, employers assume that since they own the computer, they own all the 

information on it.  When it comes to information put on a workplace computer by an 

employee, however, the answer may not be so simple.  There were two significant 

decisions on computer privacy in 2012. Although neither case was an employment law 

decision, they both have important implications for computers in the workplace.

 

The first case is R. v. Cole. Mr. Cole was a high school teacher who used a laptop issued 

by the school board.  When a technician for the board ran a routine check, he found that 

there were photographs of a naked student on Mr. Cole's computer. The board seized 

the computer and searched it, then called the police and gave them the laptop, as well 

as discs with Mr. Cole's internet browsing history. A long legal battle ensued over 

whether the police should have obtained a search warrant for the computer. In the end, 

the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that Mr. Cole had a reasonable expectation of 

privacy in the computer and the police should have obtained a search warrant.

R. v. Cole was a criminal law case, and the Supreme Court in its decision said it would 

“leave for another day the finer points of an employer's right to monitor computers 

issued to employees”. Nonetheless, the Court's comments provide some important 

insights.  The Supreme Court looked closely at the workplace policies and practices at 

the board, which the Court said diminished Mr. Cole's expectation of privacy, including:

 the board's computer policy was up-to-date, and asserted ownership of both the 

hardware and the information on the computer and network;

 the board reminded the employees every year of the policy; and

 the policy provided that email could be monitored and that “users should NOT  

assume that files stored on network servers or hard drives of individual computers 

will be private.”

Even with all of these helpful factors, the Supreme Court still concluded that the police 
should have obtained a search warrant. But that wasn't the school board's problem. 
The Supreme Court did not have any issue with the board's search of the computer. As 
the employer, the board was within its legal rights to review the contents of the 
computer's drive.

In a criminal case, the available remedy for an unreasonable search is to throw out the 
evidence. That doesn't normally happen in employment law cases. What is the 
consequence of an unreasonable search? There are a few possibilities. One possibility 
is a claim for constructive dismissal.  If the employer destroys the employee's trust, the 
employee can quit and demand a severance package. 
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IS A WORKPLACE COMPUTER PRIVATE?...

The second possible remedy for an employee comes from another case last year. 

The second important computer privacy case from 2012 was Tsige v. Jones. In this case, a 

bank employee, Winnie Tsige, snooped the bank records of Sandra Jones, one of the 

bank's customers. Ms. Tsige was in a relationship with Ms. Jones' former common law 

husband. She wanted to know if Ms. Jones' ex-husband – now Ms. Tsige's partner – was 

really paying child support to Ms. Jones like he said he was. So, she looked at Ms. Jones' 

bank account 174 times over 4 years. When Ms. Jones found out, she was understandably 

upset. Although the bank suspended Ms. Tsige for a week, that didn't do anything to help 

Ms. Jones. She sued for damages.

The Ontario Court of Appeal ultimately decided to recognize a new cause of action for cases 

like this, called “intrusion upon seclusion”. The Court identified three required elements for 

this new claim: (1) the defendant's conduct must be intentional (which includes 

recklessness); (2) the defendant must have invaded, without lawful justification, the 

plaintiff's private affairs or concerns; and (3) a reasonable person must regard the invasion 

as highly offensive, causing distress, humiliation or anguish. The Court specifically stated 

that no loss of money was necessary. The Court suggested that ordinarily damages would 

not exceed $20,000 in such cases, and it awarded Ms. Jones $10,000.

In the wake of R. v. Cole and Tsige v. Jones, employees – and recently terminated 

employees – have already begun to assert that employer searches of their workplace 

computers are an “intrusion upon seclusion”. How can an employer monitor and search the 

computers that it puts in the hands of its employees? The key is to manage expectations. 

Employers can minimize their employees' expectation of privacy in their workplace 

computers by considering the following:

 Adopt a proper computer use policy, outlining what employees are allowed to do and the 

monitoring and searching the employer may do;

 Ensure the policy is signed by the employees and they are regularly reminded of it; and

 Implement the policy and follow through so that the reality of how employees use their 

computers and how the employer monitors that use matches the policy. 
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Is a workplace computer private?

The 2012 year-end employer checklist

Dealing with sexual harassment at work Read more at 
http://blog.toronto-employmentlawyer.com/

@DanLublin

No EI for Twins? Court rejects man's 
claim for twice the amount of benefits 
after having twins http://natpo.st/Wli5Y0  
via @nationalpost

All about the changes to the EI 
legislation. Is the PEI woman who was 
denied EI a victim? 
http://soc.li/wWBlVbC 

The risks of teleworking. How to 
outsource your own job to China 
http://soc.li/6fTNWAg 

Fired for calling Premier a 'MILF'. Case 
deals with "cause for dismissal" fired 
http://natpo.st/VU2Um3  via 
@nationalpost

New EI changes now in effect. The 
problem is that the same old 
adjudicators will assess them for 
claimants. http://cbc.sh/4ynMrMc

Annual highlights of my articles done by 
@globeandmail. Real answers for 
#employmentlaw matters 
http://bit.ly/131sVoY 

The 2012 Year-End Employer Checklist 
http://aweber.com/t/Gx5R0 

Dipping your pen in company ink? office 
romance can be such a tricky business 
http://soc.li/82CbiMN  my ROB column in 
today's GlobeandMail.

Office romance can be a tricky business-
see why in my @globeandmail column 
http://bit.ly/XlVxn8
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